Do what you love most.
Elnapress will take care
of the ironing.

It’s easy
Thanks to the power of natural vapor, it lets
you iron all types of clothing and apparel.
In just a few seconds, your clothing will be
ironed and ready to go.

Discover a new
way to iron

It’s practical and quick
You can iron sitting down and you don’t need
a dedicated workstation. You can quickly
iron several layers of garments, saving time
and energy. It takes up very little space and
stows away like a small suitcase.

Elnapress invented the first iron press in 1972
and it’s had more than 45 years of experience
and success all over the world.
Elnapress is an iron press that takes full advantage
of the power of Natural Vapor and materials like
Finnish birch and Swedish pine. Thanks to its
heating plate and automatic pressure, you can iron
every kind of fabric and garment with extraordinary
results and a minimum of effort.

It’s safe and solid
Elnapress is made with the highest quality
materials and equipped with automatic safety
systems. Each press is subjected to three levels
of compliance control. It doesn’t require any
special maintenance and can last a lifetime!

The advantages
of Elnapress
Vapojet
The Vapojet system guarantees impeccable
results. It carries out deep fiber regeneration,
giving each garment a shine and natural
softness that keeps it from aging.

Heating plate
The heat is distributed evenly and the heating
surface is 10 times that of traditional irons.
Made from a special alloy in Peraluman, the
plate has a thickness of 3mm.

Jeannette sleeve board
It’s an exclusive horizontally pivoted component
incorporated into the machine that is open on
both sides, guaranteeing maximum freedom of
movement. It allows the user to speed up the
ironing of shirtsleeves and other difficult places.

Ironing board
The form was designed specifically to
facilitate ironing. The eleven alternating
layers of Finnish birch and Swedish pine
make this ironing board one-of-a-kind. Heat
never travels beyond the base, allowing it to
be placed and used on any surface.

Elnapress advantages,
wrinkle-free

Models

Elnapress 850

Top of the range and the highest
expression of innovation,
technology and design.
Interchangeable systems for the
large and small Jeannette sleeve
boards. Optimal Temperature
ironing program.

Features

Integrated safety
systems

Natural
materials

Protect your
delicate garments

Easily
stowable

Energy
saving

Silent

Nonstick
Heating shoe

Optimal
temperature

Vapojet

Interchangeable
Jeannette sleeve boards

Integrated
LED light

Elnapress 450

Technology,
exclusiveness,
professionalism.
Equipped with the large
Jeannette sleeve board.

Features

Integrated safety
systems

Natural
materials

Protect your
delicate garments

Energy
saving

Silent

Jeannette
large

Easily
stowable

Elnapress 250

The compact and economical
version of Elnapress
to appreciate all of the
advantages of press ironing.
Equipped with the small
Jeannette sleeve board.

Features

Integrated safety
systems

Natural
materials

Protect your
delicate garments

Energy
saving

Silent

Jeannette
small

Easily
stowable

Elnapress 150

The compact version to
appreciate the advantages
of press ironing. Suitable
for patchwork and other
creative activities.

Features

Integrated safety
systems

Natural
materials

Energy
saving

Silent

Protect your
delicate garments

Easily
stowable

Comparison
chart

Nonstick heating shoe
Peraluman heating shoe
Ironing board: 11 layer of Finnisch birch wood and Swedish pine
Interchangeable sleeve board
Large sleeve board
Small sleeve board
Built-in LED lights
Vapojet
Electronic temperature control
Semi-electronic temperature control
Mechanical temperature control
Electronic temperature adjustment
Manual temperature adjustment
Optimal temperature program

Optional

Optional

Optional

Contents subject to change without notice - Except for errors and omissions of press.
Models are subject to change without notice. We reserve the right to make, at any time,
changes considered functional to the improvement of production.
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